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The Role of Fantasy in Investigating Online Predation Cases

Chenango Street, Montrose, PA 18801
After attending this presentation, attendees will be aware of ways to use close examination of internet communications to identify
and investigate online predators. The presentation applies principles of hybrid crime assessment to identify pressure points at which the
conducting these investigations is understanding the role of fantasy and how it can be manifested in relation to crimes in cyberspace.
This presentation will impact the forensic science community by providing a new investigative tool for conducting predator
investigations that have both online and physical interactions between predators and their victims.
1
In
physical. Online predation almost always includes an element of fantasy, whether as a tool for exploitation or as a state of mind in the
predator.
a power issue, often mixed with fantasy, and its targets depend upon the proclivities of the predator. Understanding this combination is
useful as an investigative tool. Identifying the role of fantasy in the mind of the predator can assist the investigator in identifying and
investigating the suspect.

integral with their fantasies and, at some point, those fantasies may evolve and develop to the point where the individual must act them
out as part of his or her daily physical existence. Simply, these people lose the balance between the real world and their manufactured
fantasy world. Consequently, they leave clues that can assist in investigating their activities and can also assist in tracing them through
cyberspace and into physical space.
criteria and does not offer the normal disappointments of daily physical-world life. The presence of erotic chat rooms, sadomasochistic
and has a home in cyberspace.
secret life. Investigators can use this behavior to predict physical behavior and, in some cases, predict the point at which it will emerge
with dangerous consequences into physical space.

predators signal their unhealthy intentions and give clues about how to locate and investigate them. Both of the predators lived in
worlds of fantasy and in both cases their behavior online signaled emergent behavior in physical space. In one case, investigators were
successful in bringing the perpetrator to justice while in the other case, the suspect is still at large.
investigators following the suspects in cyberspace.
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